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Introduction
Promoting gender diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DEI) in the workplace is a business imperative. As
such, Deloitte, in collaboration with Women of the
Vine & Spirits, has conducted a research study to
offer companies in the beverage alcohol industry
an opportunity to engage in a holistic conversation
around women and DEI. The primary goal of this
research effort is to help identify both leading
practices and areas for improvement. Until now,
companies have relied on very limited data, since
most studies have either included the beverage
alcohol sector as part of a broader food and
beverage/hospitality industry categorization or
focused solely on larger companies.

This study creates an industry-specific baseline,
which previously did not exist, that establishes a
standardized framework to measure performance
against DEI going forward.
We reached out to industry leaders representing
different sectors of the beverage alcohol supply chain
to gather their input on both the challenges they face
and successful strategies they are implementing to
make positive progress toward DEI goals. The insights
gathered from the interview process have been fused
together with the results of two quantitative surveys
fielded in parallel to create an integrated body of
research to further a discussion around building more
gender diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplaces in
the beverage alcohol industry.

“I do believe there are blind spots, and if we are to be the best for our employees and our constituencies,
we need to unpack all of this and truly act on it.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE
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The baseline:
Where we are now
Only 10% of female survey respondents think there
has been a significant positive change toward women in the last
five years across the beverage alcohol industry.
Figure 1. Have you seen positive changes in the beverage alcohol industry’s attitude toward female
professional employees in the last five years (by tier)?
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Q32. To what extent have you seen positive changes in the beverage alcohol industry’s attitude toward women
in the last 5 years?
Sample size: n=258
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Less than 20% of women think their company’s efforts on DEI have been
very successful in creating a better workplace.
Figure 2. Extent to which company’s efforts on diversity, equity, and inclusion have
been successful in creating a better workplace
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“The definitions around DEI are really not very clear … there’s a lot of grey area and confusion about what
the spectrum of diversity means.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Note: Did not consider “Don’t know” responses.
Q24. To what extent do you think your company’s efforts on diversity, equity, and inclusion have been
successful in creating a better workplace?
Sample size: n=255
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Women think the best sectors for attracting and retaining a diverse
workforce include travel and hospitality and hi-tech, while the beverage
alcohol industry lags at the bottom.
Figure 3. Industry that does the best job of attracting and retaining a diverse workforce
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“The promotion of DEI has gotten better, but substantive change hasn’t happened yet. At this stage, it feels
more like the DEI equivalent of greenwashing.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Q20. Which industry do you think does the best job of attracting and retaining a diverse workforce?
Sample size: n=258
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Women surveyed believe significant room for improvement still exists
for companies on DEI efforts, such as recruiting/retaining a diverse
workforce and creating opportunities for career advancement.
Figure 4. Percentage of respondents who rated their company’s efforts on DEI as good/excellent
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“It’s not only about getting people into roles; it’s also enabling them to be successful.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Note: “Don’t know” responses were not considered.
Q21. On a scale from 1 to 5, how would you rate your company’s efforts on the following items?
Sample size: n=255
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For recruiting talent: A lack of diversity, equity, and inclusion is the
number-one issue identified by women that prevents people from
considering a career in the beverage alcohol industry.
Figure 5. Top issues that prevent people from considering a career in the beverage alcohol industry
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“We’ve found that 80% of new hires
come from within the industry, which is
heavily male. We need to look outside
to find diverse talent.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

2%

“Considering diverse candidates expands
your talent pool, which is especially important
during the current talent crunch. … Anyone
not looking at diverse candidates is doing
themselves a disservice.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Q17. What do you think the top issues are that prevent people from considering a career in the beverage alcohol
industry? (Please select all that apply)
Sample size: n=258
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Eighty-one percent of women believe minorities are underrepresented
among their company’s senior executives—a sentiment shared across
the supplier and distributor tiers.
Figure 6. Extent to which minorities are represented in your company’s leadership team
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“If women don’t see other women at
the top, they may be discouraged from
trying to achieve more senior roles.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

“Women achieving more senior roles
typically begets a virtuous cycle where
more women try to achieve senior roles
and more succeed.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Q29. To what extent are visible minorities represented within your company’s leadership team?
Sample size: n=258
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For retaining talent: Top 3 reasons women would move to a different
industry if they were to start their career today.
Figure 7. Percentage of respondents who would leave the beverage alcohol industry if they started their
career today
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Women in the 35–54 age group (34%)
and 55 or above (29%) are more likely
to leave the industry than those in the
18–34 age group (18%).

Distributor

Women working in the distributor tier say
low income/pay is the No. 1 reason to leave.

Q9. If you were to start your career today, which of the following would you choose?
Q18. In your opinion, what are the top issues that would cause you to consider leaving the beverage alcohol
industry? (Please select all that apply)
Sample size: n=258
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When it comes to factors that most contribute to a lack of diversity in leadership
positions, the perception of industry bias toward men tops the list.
Figure 8. Factors that generally contribute most to a lack of diversity in leadership positions
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“There’s an inherent informality to this industry, which can sometimes lead to microaggressions and
inappropriate language.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Q27. In your opinion, what factors generally contribute most to a lack of gender diversity in leadership
positions? (Please select all that apply)
Sample size: n=258
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A path forward
Women surveyed believe the benefits associated with a diverse leadership
team include better decision-making and enhanced creativity/innovation.
Figure 9. Business benefits of a diverse leadership team
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“We all see things from a different point of view. A
right-handed person designs a desk for a right-handed
person and marginalizes the part of the population
that is left-handed. It’s critical to have different voices,
different opinions, and different expressions on what
matters to customers.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE
Q30. In your opinion, what are the most important business benefits associated with creating a diverse
leadership team? (Please select all that apply)
Sample size: n=258
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“The more the organization is a
mirror image of its customers,
the better it will do.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE
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Attractive pay, company culture, and work/life balance are the most critical
career objectives for women, outpacing learning/development opportunities
and having challenging responsibilities.
Figure 10. Most important career objectives
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“Having happier, healthier employees has had a positive impact on our bottom line.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Q13. Thinking about your career in general, which of the following objectives are most important to you?
(Please select all that apply)
Sample size: n=258
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Only 14% of women think the industry is very accepting of
family/personal commitments.
Figure 11. How accepting of family/personal commitments do you think the beverage alcohol industry is?
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“One of the biggest challenges facing the beverage alcohol industry is being family supportive.”
—INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Note: “Don’t know” responses were not considered.
Q23. On a scale from 1 to 5, how accepting of family/personal commitments do you think the beverage alcohol industry is?
Sample size: n=250
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Women surveyed believe visibility of key leaders who serve as role models
and mentorship/sponsorship programs help develop a diverse workforce.
Figure 12. Most successful factors to attract and retain a more diverse workforce
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How are beverage alcohol companies performing now?
33% of companies do not have a targeted recruiting strategy for
women

67% of companies do not require managers to have clear DEI
goals included in their annual performance review

74% of companies do not publish an annual corporate
responsibility report

37% of companies do not require all managers to complete
unconscious bias training

48% of companies have not performed an equal pay audit in the
last fiscal year
Source: Online survey of corporate member companies of WOTVS.

Q31. In your opinion, which of the following are the most successful in terms of attracting and retaining a more
diverse workforce? (Please select all that apply)
Sample size: n=258
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Study results suggest the beverage alcohol industry has made some
progress against DEI objectives over recent years, but there is still
significant room for improvement.
Here are a few things to consider:

1

Perform a current-state assessment

2

Align on DEI priorities

3

Drive change from the top

4

Refresh talent strategy

Understand where your company is on the DEI maturity
curve. Identify DEI strengths, opportunities, and gaps in your
organization’s talent and business strategy and processes.

Agree on DEI priorities and a definition of gender in DEI
success. Set measurable goals and develop a DEI road map that
properly engages your employees to execute on the strategy.

Company leadership (i.e., C-suite and the board) should
make gender in DEI a priority and set measurable
targets to improve the workplace environment.

Think outside the box when it comes to recruitment, opening the
aperture on bold, new strategies to source and retain talent.

5
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Focus on mentorship and sponsorship
Mentorship and sponsorship can be of the utmost importance
when trying to find and retain diverse talent—create a supportive
environment where diverse talent can thrive and advance.
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Deloitte’s DEI maturity model

Mandate

Transition point

Movement

COMPLIANCE

EMERGING

EMBRACING

COLLABORATING

INCLUSIVE

Organization is
largely focused on
risk mitigation, with a
basic understanding
of diversity
(representation), and
does not have a DEI
strategy.

Organization has
incorporated DEI
inconsistently
throughout the
organization. A
strategy exists but
is not tied to specific
outcomes.

Organization has
a diverse mix of
employees. DEI
strategy is linked to
business strategy,
with preliminary
efforts to improve.

Organization has
begun to understand
the value of a
diverse workforce
and has taken steps
to engage diverse
employees in
talent and business
initiatives.

Organization
leverages diverse
backgrounds,
capabilities, and
viewpoints to
improve business
results. Employees
and leaders feel
DEI is integral to
business success.

Maintain
“What do we have
to do to stay out of
trouble?”

Create
“What are the most
immediate areas for
my own team to be
diverse and inclusive?”

Manage

Value

“How do we
support our diverse
workforce?”

“How can we further
engage our diversity of
employees and make
sure they feel valued?”

Leverage
“How can we
drive value from
our diversity of
employees?”
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Deloitte’s DEI eminence
Deloitte’s DEI solutions are backed by research and published thought
leadership. Our select publications help organizations understand what
DEI means today, how it impacts business outcomes, and what leadership
behaviors are required to unleash employee and business potential.

The equity imperative

Challenge the status quo. Transform
long-held beliefs and behaviors.
Build a more equitable future,
together. Businesses can help lead
the way toward racial equity, and
our perspective can help you drive
the change.
Published: Feb 2021 | Read more

The inclusion imperative
for boards

Management teams—their efforts
often led by chief diversity, inclusion,
or human resources officers— have
started to recognize that focusing on
diversity without also focusing on
inclusion is not a winning strategy.
This paper explores the role of the
board of directors in building an
inclusive enterprise.

Government’s equity
imperative

Inequity and bias impacting the use
and delivery of federal services is a
systemic problem requiring a systemic
response. To build an equitable future,
government leaders should address
inequities across all parts of their
organizations and beyond.
Published: Sept 2021 | Read more

Activating health equity: A
moral imperative calling for
business solutions
Disparities in health outcomes
should not, and do not have to, be
driven by racism and bias. Here’s
what life sciences and health care
organizations can do to advance
equity in the pursuit of health and
well-being for all.

Published: Apr 2021 | Read more

Published: Apr 2019 | Read more

2022 global marketing trends
Consumers shop more with
brands that make a commitment
to addressing social inequalities.
Winning over your future customer
takes a commitment to DEI both in
front of and behind the camera.

Published: Oct 2021 | Read more

The purpose premium:
Why a purpose-driven
strategy is good

An integrated purpose strategy—one
that’s focused on the differentiated
role a company serves in society—
can provide organizations with a
“purpose premium,” driving long-term
value and creating competitive
advantage.

Ethical technology and trust

Those companies that develop
an ethical technology mindset—
demonstrating a commitment
to ethical decision-making and
promoting a culture that supports it—
have an opportunity to earn the trust
of their stakeholders.

Building trust in DEI

Sincere commitment and
collaborative action can be
instrumental to garnering trust from
stakeholders and progressing toward
more equitable outcomes.
Published: Jan 2022 | Read more

Published: Jan 2020 | Read more

Published: Apr 2021 | Read more

For the latest eminence: Check out our DEI services website, the Deloitte Insights DEI eminence collection, and our DEI perspectives website.
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About the study
The Women Raising the Bar Study involved three data collection efforts. The first was an online survey fielded among female members
of the Women of the Vine & Spirits (WOTVS) between November 2021 and January 2022. A second online survey was fielded concurrently
among corporate member companies of WOTVS to gather diagnostic information about company performance against DEI objectives.
These primary data collection efforts were supplemented by a series of executive interviews conducted among members of WOTVS.
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